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the windowless, intimate basement room of
New York City’s Jazz Standard, warmly lit by
tabletop candles, it was easy to forget the rainy
February day outside. As Theo Bleckmann point-
ed out near the beginning of his set, “Down here

we can block out the world” — a reference not only to the
inclement weather but also to the torrent of distressing news
that had been pouring out of the nascent Trump administration,
a topic that Bleckmann explicitly promised the audience he
wouldn’t broach during his hour-long set.

Not that the music was exactly designed to offer a sunnier
alternative. The vocalist’s CD-release show consisted almost
entirely of songs from his ECM leader debut, Elegy, which dwells
on themes of mortality and transcendence. Featuring restrained,
delicate playing from longtime collaborators Ben Monder and
John Hollenbeck as well as more recent acquaintances Shai
Maestro and Chris Tordini, the show, like the album, shrouded
Bleckmann’s alternately stark and soaring vocals in Monder’s
piercing guitar swells, the subtle pulse and whispered crackle of
Hollenbeck’s drums, the heartbeat-like throb of Tordini’s bass and
pianist Maestro’s glistening surges and shimmers.

While Elegy is the first of Bleckmann’s releases to focus 
primarily on his own compositions, perhaps the key to the album
can be found in its sole cover song: a forlorn, ghost-of-a-sad-
clown rendition of Stephen Sondheim’s “Comedy Tonight.”
Set against Maestro’s spare, elegiac piano and Hollenbeck’s occa-
sional solemn chimes, Bleckmann’s take focuses on Sondheim’s
promise of “tragedy tomorrow” — woefully suggesting that the
hilarity of “lovers, liars and clowns” may be only a distraction
from the dark inevitable.

“Isn’t that completely what’s happening now?” Bleckmann
asked, shaking his head, a few days earlier, unable to avoid the sub-
ject of politics. “We had the comedy of the election, which was
ridiculous and absurd, and now we have tragedy coming our way.”

Looking beyond the specifics of the moment, though, the idea

behind “Comedy Tonight” applies more broadly to the 
overarching theme of Elegy. Bleckmann continued, “When I 
go to see or hear something like a really good Broadway show,
there’s a certain sadness to it. I cannot put my finger on it,
but when I see something really funny, there’s also something
really sad behind it. I wanted to bring that out.”

Later that night, three days prior to his Jazz Standard gig,
Bleckmann was onstage at Pennsylvania’s Swarthmore College,
standing a piano’s length away from Uri Caine and singing slyly
reimagined versions of Schumann lieder through a pink toy
megaphone. Taken together, those two performances offer only a
hint of the diverse musical situations in which Bleckmann has
found himself over the course of his career.

He’s recorded the songs of Kate Bush and Charles Ives (the lat-
ter with jazz-rock collective Kneebody) and conceptual sets of
Weimar art songs, Las Vegas standards, bar songs and nursery
rhymes (all with pianist Fumio Yasuda); appeared on Late Night
with David Letterman with art-pop pioneer Laurie Anderson and
interpreted the songs of Kurt Weill with pianist Julia Hülsmann;
performed inventive new pieces by composers such as Phil Kline
and Pulitzer winner David Lang, and explored the human voice
with the all-star vocal ensemble Moss; spent more than a decade
in multi-disciplinary innovator Meredith Monk’s ensemble; and
collaborated with a host of forward-thinking jazz artists including
Hollenbeck, Monder, Caine, Ambrose Akinmusire and John Zorn.
Though he’s constantly exploring new paths for his remarkably
adaptable voice, Bleckmann breaks fresh ground as a composer
with Elegy, using the occasion to take a clear-eyed look at death.

In his Swarthmore hotel room that afternoon, Bleckmann
freely admitted to being a “worrywart,” glancing around at the
furniture as he rattled off a litany of neuroses: “I worry about
whether this heater has asbestos in it, I worry about the
formaldehyde that’s used to process this veneered wood, I worry
about global warming.”
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The concerns on Elegy, though, came from some very real
brushes with finality. Bleckmann’s mother passed away shortly
before the recording, at the age of 91. The singer was confronted
with his own mortality a few years earlier when a car accident
rendered him effectively blind for six months and left him with
lasting vision damage. “Feeling mortality is different from know-
ing about it,” Bleckmann says. “Anybody who’s been in an acci-
dent or a life-threatening situation will tell you that. It’s a com-
pletely different experience, because you experience death first-
hand, even if you’re still here to talk about it.”

In spite of that traumatic experience, Elegy’s laments are
never morose. “To Be Shown to Monks at a Certain Temple,” for
example, utilizes the words of an eighth-century Zen poem
whose basic message is to keep going in the face of any obstacle;
the tune is rendered with the floating delicacy of the poem’s
cloud imagery. Bleckmann’s supple vocalese saves the title track
from being consumed by Monder’s distorted dirge, while the ten-
der, beatific “Take My Life” imagines the
act of dying as a gradual, enlightening
process of release and acceptance.

“I wanted to write and think about
death as a more transcendent experience,
not as a dark, goth, horrible, crying, pitiful
kind of situation,” Bleckmann explains. “I
was thinking about it more like Bach
thought about it, like it’s something to
look forward to, something that actually
could be incredible. It’s a little bit of a fan-
tasy, obviously. Of course death is dark
and difficult and mysterious, but what if it
could also be a beautiful experience that
transports you to a better place —
whether you believe in religion or not?”

Despite his Catholic upbringing in
Dortmund, Germany, Bleckmann counts
himself a non-believer. Nonetheless, his
earliest experience of singing came in his
church’s children’s choir, through which
he fell in love with the harmonic potential
of massed voices — a passion that he’s maintained even in his
solo work, multiplying his own crystalline voice through the use
of looping and electronics.

Though his parents had little interest in the arts — his father
owned an inn, his mother was a schoolteacher — Bleckmann
knew from an early age that he needed to express himself in one
form or another. Music entered his life through folk and later
classical guitar lessons, beginning at age 6, followed by classical
piano. As a teenager, he briefly turned away from music, flirting
with the idea of becoming an ice skater or a painter. A gymnast
from an early age, Bleckmann was attracted to the sheer physi-
cality of professional skating. “I really enjoyed the artistic and
athletic expression with my body,” he says. “It was a great disci-
pline and created physical form in combination with efficiency
of movement; it was physics with your body. Most of all, it had
an element of danger, daring and speed, which appealed to me.”

Painting, on the other hand, fell by the wayside when
Bleckmann discerned the isolation required for that solitary pur-
suit. “I realized if I was going to be a painter, I was going to be
alone. I find that very daunting. At 17 or 18, when I started singing
again in a band, it was so much fun to exchange ideas with other
musicians. I was addicted. How could I stand in front of a blank
canvas with oil paints for eight to 10 hours if I could be on tour
with other people?”

At 19, rededicated to music, Bleckmann impulsively hopped
on a train to Graz, Austria, to audition for a workshop being led
by Sheila Jordan. He ended up spending three months working
with the legendary jazz vocalist, who then encouraged him to
move to the States and continue singing. A scholarship to
Manhattan School of Music paved the way for his migration to
New York City, while also introducing him to the more adventur-
ous collaborators who would help his transition from singing jazz
standards to the wide-ranging experimentation for which he

would become renowned.
“It felt dishonest to sing standards at

the age of 25,” Bleckmann shrugs. “What
did I have to say? There was Nat ‘King’ Cole
and Jon Hendricks and Al Jarreau. There’s
all this other history that I have to go
through first and absorb. And I felt really
good doing it. I wasn’t suffering at all; it
was joyful, it was fun, it was exciting —
and it paid the bills. If you’re the person
that can sing in tune and read music and
deal with complex intervals and rhythms,
you will have a gig in New York. If you can
then improvise and make strange sounds
as well, great.”

Bleckmann’s earliest opportunities came
through his collaboration with
composer/pianist Kirk Nurock and his
membership in bassist Mark Dresser’s quin-
tet Force Green, alongside trumpeter Dave
Douglas, pianist Denman Maroney and

drummer Phil Haynes. Around the same time, he began what
turned out to be career-spanning partnerships with Ben Monder
and John Hollenbeck, both of whom currently play in
Bleckmann’s Elegy Quintet [see sidebar].

In 1994 Bleckmann embarked on another of the most influen-
tial experiences of his career: his 12-year membership in
Meredith Monk’s Vocal Ensemble. “She auditioned me at her
birthday party when we were dancing together,” Bleckmann
recalls. “That’s typical of Meredith, because she gets clues from
your body; working with her is a very physical experience.”

Monk’s use of traditional song forms, including lullabies and
folk tunes, in an avant-garde setting bridged the cutting edge
and the archaic in ways that Bleckmann had already begun to
explore through his work in the Manhattan School’s Baroque
vocal ensemble. He found himself drawn to music that was less
ego-driven and flashy than much of the modern, solo-centric jazz
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singing he was hearing. “Listening to early music and looking
at early visual art that was anonymous really moved me,” he
says. “The German idea of the romantic, suffering artist
seemed to me a little bit antiquated for this time, so I wanted
to find a way where I could have some of that anonymity and
put my personality behind the music, not in front of it. I was
saying, ‘Music first, sound first, everything first, and then if
you like it, I’m there, too.’”

That idea continues to influence Bleckmann’s musical
choices, as he hinted at when talking about choosing his
bandmates for Elegy. “They’re all composers,” he says of his
sidemen. “They think about form and sound in ways that only
a composer does, and they’re really open to all kinds of music.
That’s really at the core of whom I like to work with. I need a
person that’s truly open and has no hang-ups about playing in
C major for a whole piece or playing without having to solo on
every song for 15 choruses.”

In recent years, Bleckmann has gradually returned to more
traditional song forms, though he still brings the weight of his
ventures to even his most straightahead readings of classic
material. “As an interpreter, I don’t see much of a difference
between a Kate Bush song and a Schumann song,” he says.
“That sounds really irreverent, but I come at both from the
point of, ‘Where’s my connection to the song? What can I
bring to this piece?’ It really is the same approach for me, and
whether a song was written 200 years ago or 10 years ago or
yesterday makes no difference.”

While Bleckmann says there also isn’t much difference
between singing a lyric and utilizing wordless vocals, he adds,
“Singing no lyric can be more immediate and have more
effect emotionally because you’re not constricted to a story-
line or a concrete emotion that a person might not relate to
directly. It’s just pure sound, pure emotion, pure directness.
What I’m trying to do is strip everything away and be very
bare and very plain. That’s my philosophy of singing. It does-
n’t mean that it’s cold or that it doesn’t have emotion, but I’m
trying to come at it from a quieter place.”

Many artists who work in the stunning variety of contexts
that Bleckmann does might search for a term other than
“jazz” to describe what they do. Bleckmann, though, shows no
inclination to do that; he regularly and casually uses the term,
no matter how drastically he diverges from the Songbook.

“I think jazz is about frontier,” he insists, “about looking at
the edge and seeing what can be done. Even Ella and Sarah
were always finding new repertoire and pushing forward, and
people would get sort of miffed. We all seem to be looking for
the next Ella — not that I’m that, by god, I wish — but I think
we’re looking in the wrong places. It’s always about the past,
about repeating what already happened and making people
feel comfortable. That’s not what I want the audience to feel. I
want the audience to feel alive, I want them to be engaged, I
want them to feel moved in a new way. Art in general, for me,
speaks when it’s mysterious, when there’s something that I
can’t quite figure out. I live there.” •

Now serving as core members of Bleckmann’s
Elegy Quintet, guitarist Ben Monder and drummer
John Hollenbeck both share relationships with the
singer stretching back nearly a quarter of a centu-
ry. Bleckmann approached Monder following a gig
with the Maria Schneider Orchestra during the
band’s long-running residency at Visiones in the
mid-’90s, asking the guitarist to join him for a run
of duo performances at the Cornelia Street Café.
Monder then introduced Bleckmann to his then-
roommate, Hollenbeck, and all three began work-
ing together in a variety of forms and fashions.

Central to Bleckmann’s work with Monder
have been several inventive duo albums that have
seen both men expand and enrich their sonic
palettes to meet the other’s far-reaching ideas. The
guitarist has also enlisted Bleckmann for a series
of quartet albums that feature Bleckmann’s agile
wordless vocals as the main melodic instrument.
“When I have a melody, I hear this sound repre-
senting it,” Monder says. “Luckily that sound
exists in the form of Theo.”

With Hollenbeck, Bleckmann has recorded the
duo album Static Still, been a member of the
drummer’s early Quartet Lucy, formed the Refuge
Trio with keyboardist Gary Versace, and been a
crucial element of the music that Hollenbeck
writes for his Large Ensemble. “The Large
Ensemble is such a huge undertaking, and I don’t
love the sound of a big band that much,”
Hollenbeck says. “But when you add Theo, it
becomes something else that I really like. I really
wouldn’t be doing that music or that band with-
out him. It just wouldn’t be worth it.”

For his part, Bleckmann theorizes that his
associations with both Monder and Hollenbeck
have been so fruitful in part because, “we’re a lit-
tle bit opposite from each other, in a good way. We
connect on so many levels, but if two people
always agree, one of them is unnecessary.” —SB


